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Abstract 

 

This article highlights the epistemic concerns that have permeated the historical discourse 
around charlatanism. In it, I study the term “charlatan” as a multivalent actor’s category 
without a stable referent. Instead of defining or identifying “the charlatan,” I analyze how 
the concept of the charlatan was used to make epistemic interventions about what 
constituted credible knowledge in two interconnected controversies. Focusing on these 
controversies allows me to thematize how the concept of “the charlatan” expanded 
beyond medical contexts and to bring a history of knowledge perspective to the history of 
medicine. 
The title of the article, “Charlatan Epistemology,” indicates a historical epistemological 
approach to charlatanism as well as the existence of a charlatan’s embodied 
epistemology. On the one hand, I historicize the epistemic characteristics of charlatanism, 
focusing on virtues as well as vices, knowledge as well as ignorance, by addressing the 
historical and contextual specificities of two case studies and the larger epistemic 
concerns at play. On the other hand, I show how references to charlatanism implied the 
existence of specific embodied knowledges, special skills and techniques to manipulate 
either natural secrets or the human psyche, and I explore the similarities and differences 
between charlatan epistemology and artisanal epistemology. 
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Introduction 

 

Today, a charlatan is often characterized as a deceiver who makes fraudulent but 

elaborate claims to skill and knowledge (cf. OED, Merriam-Webster). This meaning goes 

back to the origins of the word, which derives from cerretano. Taken literally, cerretano 

referred to an inhabitant of Cerreto, but it really meant a rogue or someone devoted to 

dishonest earning (for which the town of Cerreto was notorious). Consequentially, the 

first use of ciarlatano itself was in the sense of impostor or fraud (Gentilcore 2006a, 54). 

Despite the fact that historians have come to see charlatans predominantly as itinerant 

vendors of medicines, there was a continuity of meaning associating the charlatan with 

deceit and fraud, and this suggests an interesting relation between the figure of the 

charlatan and epistemic categories such as truth, experience, skill and knowledge, which 

are promising to study historically. 

Understandably, the recent historiography of charlatanism has shied away from 

projecting current day meanings on the past. As a result, many historians have dismissed 

epistemic aspects of charlatanism as ahistorical or psychologizing. Instead, social 

historians have primarily studied the social and economic aspects of charlatanism, 

focusing on a specific profession that provided medical services in the public squares or, 

more generally, looking at charlatans as medical entrepreneurs.  

My approach is different as I have chosen to highlight epistemic concerns that 

permeated historical discourse around charlatanism. In this article, I explore the potential 

of a historical epistemology of charlatanism. I do not study the origins of our current 

concept of the charlatan, however, and my approach is not present-oriented. Instead, I 

have chosen an early modern episode that illustrates an important expansion of the 

meaning of the charlatan, which increasingly extended from a predominantly medical 

term into a broader epistemic category. This is a significant shift in itself that merits more 
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study, but analyzing this particular episode will allow me to highlight more clearly the 

historicity of the epistemic aspects of charlatanism.  

The episode turns around a wonder cure practiced in the late 17th-century Dutch 

republic and related wondrous phenomena. A detailed analysis allows me to point out the 

contextual specificities of this episode but also the larger epistemic concerns at play. A 

fine grained analysis of the charlatan as an actor’s category helps to show differences in 

meaning as well as disagreements between historical actors about its use. My aim is not to 

pinpoint who was a charlatan but rather to address what epistemic concerns were at stake 

by calling someone a charlatan, and how this was informed by the epistemic fault lines of 

the period.  

This is a significant episode also because some of the historical actors were 

prominent members of the republic of letters and their writings had a long term impact. 

Furthermore, the episode has a self-reflective aspect as those practicing the wonder cure 

thought and wrote about both the social and epistemic characteristics of bad or fraudulent 

medical practitioners. Not all of this can be explored in full in this article and some of 

these themes will only be touched upon in passing while the article focuses on the broader 

point, which is to show the relevance of an epistemic approach to charlatanism as well as 

the need to explore more in depth a charlatan epistemology.  

 

Piss-work 

 

In the spring of 1697, wonder-workers cured many citizens of Rotterdam by what 

was called "piss-work".1 The cures were so surprising that notarial deeds were drawn up 

to attest of the astonishing recovery of the patients, who had been declared untreatable by 

their doctors. Some of these deeds appeared in print in the newspapers, so the world 

                                                
1 This is a literal translation of the Dutch “piss werk”. At the request of the editors I will 
mostly refer to the “piss-work” as the “urine cure”.  
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would know of and could benefit from this new treatment.2 The oddest thing was the 

nature of the cure, however. Instead of attending to the patient herself, the healers used a 

secret powder to treat the patient's urine. By a sympathetic interaction, the patient would 

then start to sweat, her bowels would move or she would vomit. This was supposed to 

benefit the patient, and indeed, after a treatment of several weeks, the patient reported 

feeling refreshed with her ailments gone. According to the reports, the treatment was 

efficacious even if the patient were a few miles away. This was particularly convenient 

for the well-to-do: they could simply send a servant with a batch of morning urine to the 

physician, and the cure would work itself.3   

The most popular of these “piss-workers” was George Henrik von Rettwich.4 

Originally from the east of Franconia, he had recently arrived in the Netherlands, and was 

                                                
2 The notarial deeds were made by Pieter Rabus who was both a notary and journal editor, 
and he published some of them in his journal (Rabus, 1697a) at the request of his client, 
Pieter vander Slaart, who was a patient of the “piss-worker” and also the publisher of Rabus’ 
journal. More deeds would be published as evidence of the efficacy of the cure during the 
subsequent controversy. Thijssen-Schoute (1960; 1967), de Vet (1980), van den Elsen (2002; 
2003) provide more background on this controversy. 
3 These practices were not related to those called “piss prophets” in Brian (1637), who 
ridiculed those who made a diagnosis by judging the urine of the patient as quacks. Of 
course, most physicians studied the urine of the patient as part of making a diagnosis. 
4 This is the name found in the notarial deeds made by Rabus (1697a) on 28 February and 3 
March 1697. The Latinized Henricus Georgius Reddewitz, Reddewits or Reddeswitz was 
also used. He was named as Georg Henrik Retbrevil by his competitor Giuseppe d'Almerigo 
(1699). Bayle (1696) described how Rettwich was active in Friesland in September 1696. In 
March 1697, Bayle (1697a) described him as still active in Friesland, with three other urine 
cure workers active in Leiden, Antwerp and Rotterdam, although the one active in Rotterdam 
was probably also Rettwich (As attested in Rabus 1697a, 73, Rettwich was already treating 
Jacobus du Pré in Rotterdam in December 1696). Even though Bayle did not mention any 
name, we know that “the physician in Friesland” referred to Rettwich because Bayle 
described him as the servant who had stolen the secret from the Italian nobleman 
(d'Almerigo). In the Bayle correspondence project, this medical practitioner is misidentified 
as the autodidact physician Hendrik van Deventer who was famous for his popular "Labadie 
pills”. These pills hade a diuretic effect, flushing the body of urine, but the medication was 
applied to the patient, not to the urine as in the urine cure. 
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by many still referred to as “the High German”. Rettwich claimed to cure the gout, 

wounds and tumors, and his urine cure could even dissolve large kidney stones. We find a 

particularly detailed account in the letters from the merchant Benjamin Furly, who wrote 

enthusiastically about the "Sympathetick Gentleman" to his friends Paul d'Aranda and 

John Locke. Furly wrote multiple times between February and April about the many 

people who had been cured, including his neighbors and his wife (Thijssen-Schoute 1960, 

211-2). Pierre Bayle (1697a; 1702, 2-3) compared the healer's house to the Biblical “Pool 

of Bethesda”, attracting all the infirm of the town. Rettwich's success generated wealth, 

which he showed off by going out in great style, and he seemed to aim high, focusing his 

efforts on curing dignitaries for a hefty fee. 

The new sympathetic cure had supporters as well as detractors and it became a 

cause célèbre in the Netherlands at the turn of the 18th century. Apart from many patients 

and notables like Furly or the publisher Pieter Van der Slaart, also local physicians 

defended Rettwich. The physician Jan Schilperoort (1697) even wrote a treatise providing 

a theoretical defense of what he considered “the old and well known sympathetic force”. 

In contrast, the official city physician, Herman Lufneu, was a staunch opponent of the 

new wonder worker. Not only professional rivalry but also personal rancor was involved 

as Van der Slaart, originally Lufneu's patient, had been cured by the urine cure of 

Rettwich. The dispute soon degenerated into a barrage of abuse. In order to enhance the 

credibility of his new physician, Van der Slaart brought Rettwich to the neighbouring 

town of Delft, to visit Antoni van Leeuwenhoek and do some tests (van Leeuwenhoek 

1697; 1989a). They had hoped that this famous scientist would confirm the marvelous 

cures, but the latter came out a skeptic, accusing Rettwich of being a puffer and a fraud.  

Van Leeuwenhoek (1989b) wrote that Rettwich had left Rotterdam in shame, but it 

is more likely that the controversy subsided when Rettwich conformed to the norms. We 

find that he acquired his medical doctorate a few months later, at the University of 

Harderwijk, with the intention to settle in Rotterdam after his long peregrinations 
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(Rettwich 1697). Rotterdam had been like a mother and like a stepmother to him, he 

wrote, sometimes embracing him and sometimes rejecting him. His short doctoral 

dissertation, handling in traditional fashion of the "true use" of purgation and 

bloodletting, speaks to the will to confirm, legitimize and establish himself. Although 

some of the stock reactions against empirics that we also find in Rettwich's case – the 

skeptic van Leeuwenhoek (1989b) found his foolishness shameful and even the enthusiast 

Furly described him as "pretty shallow, rambling in his discourse, and as raw in his 

education as a squabling freshman" (Thijssen-Schoute 1960, 212) – may have to be taken 

with a grain of salt, a medical degree from the University of Harderwijk did neither vouch 

for expertise nor intelligence. It was well known that at this university one could buy a 

degree for a handsome price, something that would have been within the means of the 

recently enriched Rettwich. His doctoral disputation on 22 September 1697 should above 

all be interpreted as a way to regularize himself and become a member of Dutch medical 

establishment. 

Besides Rettwich, there were others working wonders by treating urine. In 1696 and 

early 1697 already, Pierre Bayle (1696; 1697a) wrote about other healers who used the 

urine cure in Antwerp and Leyden, and he reported positively on the efficacy of the cures. 

He had also heard that Rettwich, supposedly the former servant of an Italian nobleman 

who had cured the Emperor in Vienna, had stolen the secret. Indeed, in 1699, a certain 

Baron Giuseppe d’Almerigo turned up in The Hague, publishing announcements in the 

local newspapers that he possessed the real secret of the sympathetic cure. He published a 

long pamphlet accusing Rettwich of trying to steal his secret but claimed that he ran away 

with only part of it (d’Almerigo 1699). That Rettwich had failed sometimes was therefore 

of no account to him. He proclaimed to be the real inventor of the sympathetic stone and 

only he knew how to work an effective cure. Van Leeuwenhoek (1989b) had heard 

enough, however, and considered also this new sympathetic doctor a fraud: "We learn 
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from experience that, the less experienced in arts and sciences, the greater the boasters – 

and this especially in the medical and healing arts." 

In these years, the Haegse Mercurius, a satirical journal, made fun of all the 

sympathetic interactions going on and in April of 1699 it proclaimed that the place 

bristled again with sympathetic doctors who showed a marked antipathy against each 

other (Doedijns 1699c).5 The most curious of them, apart from the flamboyant Baron, was 

Henning Michael Herwig. Herwig was the court physician of the county of Waldeck and 

a city physician of Culemborg, a free city. A free city was independent from other 

authorities and had its own justice system; and as such, Culemborg was a free port for 

debtors and radical thinkers, including spinosists, who had fled persecution at home. 

Herwig already occupied these positions when, in 1692, he obtained his medical doctorate 

from the same dubious university as Rettwich would 5 years later. The topic of Herwig's 

doctoral disputation was the ignorance of false physicians (Herwig 1692). Here he had 

occasion to reflect on the right method in medicine, the role of theory and experience and 

the errors that were often made. Many entered medicine because they want to be rich, he 

claimed, but these physicians are not always expert and they received the title of doctor 

and the purple velvet more by luck than by medical art.  

We find that the literature on charlatans turns to epistemological considerations: 

What counts as legitimate medical knowledge? How do you judge what works if you 

cannot really ascertain whether the treatment has had a role in the recovery of the patient 

or not? But also: What are the social trappings of medical practice? Strikingly, a few 

years after his doctoral disputation on false physicians, Herwig had become the most 

important exponent of the sympathetic urine cure, writing a learned treatise in its defense 

                                                
5 The 7 March issue already mentioned a “Doctor Sympatheticus” and the “universelle 
Sympathie” metaphorically and ironically (Doedijns 1699a), but Hendrik Doedijns (1699b; 
1699c) addressed the urine cure explicitly in later issues of the journal. The notion of 
“sympathy” is used several times by Doedijns between 1697 and 1699 in a more 
metaphorical sense. 
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and attesting of several cures effected by himself and by his acquaintances, Rettwich and 

Engelbert of Engelen (Herwig ca. 1698, 85-86; Herwig 1700). As some would put it, the 

expert on charlatanism had become a charlatan himself.6 

 

Charlatan historiography 

 

Charlatans have caused a historiographical headache for the history of medicine. In 

the last century, they have attracted scholarship from different quarters, including social 

historians studying the professionalization of medicine as well as historians intending to 

warn us for the charlatan's perennial lures. We still intuit that the study of charlatanism 

can teach us something significant about the construction of medicine as a profession or 

as an epistemic pursuit, but the very category of "the charlatan" has been questioned 

again and again because of the intrinsic dangers of projection, anachronism and 

inappropriate judgment that seem to be embedded in the word itself. In this section, I will 

not give a general overview of the secondary literature on charlatanism.7 Instead, I will 

refer specifically to seminal contributions by Roy Porter and, to a lesser extent, David 

                                                
6 Rettwich had female followers in Amsterdam who continued to cure patients through the 
urine cure (Anon., 1701). An article in the Mercure Galant (Anon., 1705) showed that the 
Baron d’Almerigo was still active in 1705, this time in Paris. After attesting of numerous 
cures, the article explained how sympathetic powder worked by natural causes and principles, 
referring to contemporary literature on sympathetic powers such as Pierre Le Lorrain, better 
known as abbé de Vallemont (an author who we will encounter again later in this article), but 
also mentioning Francis Bacon in its support. The article mentioned d’Almerigo’s residence 
in Paris and comes across as an advertisement for the healer’s services. D’Almerigo already 
published an advertisement that he had cured the Prince of Auvergne as well as 
announcements of the contents of his pamphlets in the issues 10 March, 24 March and 2 May 
1699 of the Dutch journal the Oprechte Haerlemse Saturdaegse Courant (Anon, 1699).  
7 I will also not discuss the literature on boundary work between the medical “fringe” and 
“orthodoxy” (e.g. Porter and Bynum 1986), the literature on irregular practitioners (e.g. 
Pelling 2003) or on the medical market place in a broader sense (e.g. Ramsey 1988; Pomata 
1998; etc.).  
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Gentilcore. These authors are authorities in the historiography of charlatanism and have 

exerted significant influence on the historiography of medicine. More importantly for my 

purposes, however, is that they have taken interesting and explicit historiographical 

positions that can serve as the perfect foil to clarify my own approach.  

Porter had already stressed the difficulties posed by categories such as "quack" and 

"charlatan" for historians. He discarded earlier historiographical traditions that reject 

quackery on moral terms or treat it as a source of amusement and condescension. He also 

dismissed authors like Grete de Francesco (1937) – who wrote about propaganda and 

charlatans’ techniques of persuasion during Nazi rule and who died in a concentration 

camp just before the end of the war – for making charlatans into objects lessons for the 

present. Porter recognized that “charlatan” is a polemical category and this is why 

historians should certainly not take a moralizing approach or subscribe to the judgment 

that it implies. In order to avoid this danger, Porter (1989, p. 2) decided to take a different 

approach to quacks: “as well as being a multipurpose idiom of abuse the label of quack 

was also, with some consistency, pinned upon a particular genre of medical operator.” 

Interestingly, he felt the need to avoid any moral or epistemic characteristic (e.g. referring 

to honesty, skill, efficaciousness, openness, epistemic credentials) in the definition of this 

medical operator, arguing that such characteristics do not perfectly set “quacks apart from 

proper practitioners”.8 His own definition of quacks is based on an economic perspective, 

characterizing them alternatively as “those operating at the hard commercial end of 

medicine” (Porter 1989, p. vii), as individual entrepreneurs who had to drum up custom 

through self-orchestrated publicity, or, as he wrote elsewhere, as “the pioneer stage of 

capitalist medicine”.9  

                                                
8 The quote is from Porter (1986), which contains a very clear list of characteristics by which 
charlatans cannot be demarcated as well as an argument which is broadly equivalent with 
chapter 1 of Porter (1989). 
9 Porter (1986). Porter (1989) recognized that his own definitions also do not perfectly 
demarcate the quack from other practitioners, pointing out in this case that this is “as it 
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David Gentilcore aim was similar to Porter’s in avoiding a moralizing and 

judgmental approach. He specifically defined a charlatan (following a description from 

1632) as “those people who appear in the square and sell a few things with entertainments 

and buffoonery” because such a definition is not judgmental, making it “less a term of 

abuse and more a generic, bureaucratic label, identifying a category of healer” (Gentilcore 

2006a, p. 2). Both authors wanted to give us a sympathetic account of the charlatan, with 

Gentilcore specifically aiming to recover the charlatan’s own perspective.10 While Porter 

still claimed that “Nobody ever called himself a quack”, Gentilcore brought to a logical 

conclusion Porter’s aim of neutralizing or depolemicising the concept of the charlatan by 

focusing especially on historical actors who did call themselves charlatans. While Porter 

tried to identify quacks by demarcation criteria, Gentilcore’s charlatans are a clearly 

defined group because they self-identified and were registered as such.  

Whereas both Porter and Gentilcore reached significant insights and results about 

charlatanism in this way, my own approach is different. I would like to widen the subject 

matter again, not focusing on a clearly circumscribed set of historical actors, but looking 

at how the notion of charlatan was used in a wide variety of contexts, also beyond 

medicine. If we do this, no boundary work or demarcations can be expected to identify 

the “real” charlatans, but I would argue that is fine to keep the referent of the concept 

unstable. This also means that we cannot really “follow the actors”, as Gentilcore did, but 

we can “follow the concept”, studying in which contexts it was used and to which 

characteristics and practices it referred. I suggest to start from the concept as it was 

actually used by the historical actors, instead of “taking the bite out of it” (as Gentilcore 

puts it) and defining a “disarmed” or “anesthetized” concept that avoids any moralizing or 

                                                                                                                                                  
should be, for the resultant sense of blurred and contested boundaries is surely a useful index 
for how things really were” (vii). It is thus unclear whether his socio-economic criteria better 
succeed in demarcating charlatans than the earlier rejected moral and epistemic criteria. 
10 Cf. Gentilcore (2006a, p. 3), and Porter (1989, p. vii) where he suggested that he will 
“champion the quacks”. 
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judgmental aspects.11 This does not mean that we will fall into the trap of telling 

moralizing stories ourselves. Studying polemics is not the same as polemicizing and 

studying judgments does not entail being judgmental. In fact, I am especially interested in 

exploring the neglected moral and epistemic aspects of charlatans because these have 

often been weeded out of the historiography of charlatanism.  

One could plausibly call my approach in this article a “historical epistemology” of 

charlatanism. This entails in this case starting from the concept of the charlatan, 

recognizing that the concept is historical and contextual, and highlighting its epistemic 

importance. Indeed, for the historical actors the concept played an important role in 

delineating legitimate knowledge, proper methodology and basic truth claims. Like 

objectivity, fact or probability, the notion of the charlatan has a normative role to play, 

albeit in this case a negative one. I am interested in analyzing the grounds of and practices 

related to this normativity in specific historical contexts, in this case, in late 17th-century 

Holland. For some, historical epistemology also entails studying concepts that are not 

long forgotten but are still active today, so active, in fact, that they are often taken for 

granted or seen as universal (Nasim, 2013). The earlier historiography shows that we still 

all too easily recognize our current predicament in the stories of past charlatans, but also 

Porter and Gentilcore have referred to “universal” aspects of charlatanism and we 

currently live in a time – not unlike Grete de Francesco eighty years ago – when leaders 

of the most powerful nations are referred to as “charlatans” by the mainstream media. 

This indicates that there is fruitful ground for a historical epistemology of charlatanism to 

historicize these characteristics of charlatans that have been thought to be universal or 

inevitable or assume new relevance today. 

One more point needs to be made about actor’s categories. It is of course important 

to avoid treating the charlatan as an a-historical category: it meant something quite 
                                                
11 Gentilcore (2006a, p. 2) wrote that in his working definition “the term ciarlatano lost some 
of its bite, becoming less a term of abuse and more a generic, bureaucratic label, identifying a 
category of healer.” 
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different in 16th-century Italy than what it means today. Saying this is very much in line 

with current day historiographical sensibilities. Nevertheless, the focus on actors’ 

categories in the literature has sometimes privileged certain meanings and definitions 

from the past over others, which has thwarted a thorough historicisation.12 This means 

that we have to keep an open mind and be careful not to reify one preferred "actor's 

category" of the charlatan (e.g. as a specific medical practitioner) to the detriment of other 

usages. Furthermore, as a polemical category, “charlatan” is performative: it labels 

instead of describes, and its primary aim is to create an effect, such as an emotion (anger, 

aversion) or an epistemic reaction (unbelief, skepticism, rejection). Even if we are 

familiar with an actor's category like “charlatan”, we cannot know for sure how and to 

whom it will be applied in specific contexts, and we need to remain sensitive to the 

diversity of concrete uses.  

 

Charlatans beyond medicine 

 

Before exploring some concrete uses of the notion of charlatan in the particular 

context of the urine cure, it is important to tell the second part of the story. The urine cure 

did not occur in a void and in parallel to the flurry around the wondrous cure, other 

curious events shook popular and learned opinion in Rotterdam. In the last decade of the 

17th century, French sources had reported about a new phenomenon: someone could find 

                                                
12 In the last decades, the discipline of the history of science has been characterized by the 
historicisation of the category of science itself, and it has become difficult – in many cases 
for good reason – to use the notion of "science" for periods before the 19th century 
(Cunningham and Williams, 1993). Nevertheless, historians’ accounts and usages of terms 
like "science", "natural philosophy" or "preternatural" are now often predicated on one 
preferred definition of these terms, usually based on the work of one or two authorities who 
defined these terms in the past, despite the richness of actual historical usages in a variety of 
contexts. Sometimes, these preferred definitions are then extended to contexts where they do 
not fit. I argue here that something similar has been the case for the concept of “charlatan”.  
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water or hidden metals with a forked stick. It was even rumored that this wonder-worker 

could find criminals. More excitingly, it turned out that others had the same skill. When 

one diviner from the border area between the Dutch provinces and the German lands 

visited Rotterdam and did some trials, a local woman found out that she could also use 

the divining rod to find hidden gold and treasure.13 That is at least the report of her 

husband Pieter Rabus, the publisher and the editor who had also published about the new 

urine cure.14 In his journal and in other publications at the time, the two sympathetic 

wonders were intertwined and discussed together.15 This made sense to contemporaries as 

both cases raised questions about action at a distance and elicited similar explanations and 

criticisms. When one looks more closely, it turns out that the same groups of people were 

involved in both controversies, even if the protagonists were not always on the same side 

of the debate. 

Since comparisons and analogies were made between the “urine cure” and the 

“divining rod”, it makes sense to look at these cases together. In particular, taking this 

broader perspective shows us that the concept of the charlatan is expanded beyond 

medicine. When we follow the concept and study how and when it is used by the 

historical actors, we find a diversity of meanings. What these meanings have in common 

is not a reference to selling medicines but the recognition of a special skill, which may 

either be a special skill to manipulate nature or a skill to deceive and manipulate humans. 

In both interpretations of the charlatan, these skills had epistemic importance, and the 

concept of the charlatan was used to make an epistemic intervention in a debate.  

                                                
13 For more on the Dutch divining case, see Vermeir (2011), Mandelbrote (2017) and the 
literature cited there. 
14 See the footnotes to the earlier section on “Piss-work”. 
15 For instance, in the first afterword of the Boekzaal issue for May and June 1697, Rabus 
wrote that his opponents accused him of defending the urine cure because this would also 
bolster his support of the divining rod. Rabus denied this, arguing that he had tried to 
maintain a neutral stance with respect to the urine cure. The second afterword treated with 
other aspects of the divining rod controversy, which unfolded at exactly the same time.  
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Pierre Bayle’s (1702, 2-3) position is especially relevant as he explicitly framed his 

comparison between the divining rod and the urine cure in terms of charlatanism.16 When 

he first started writing on these phenomena, he was convinced that these were genuine 

novelties. There was a lot of talk of the successes and marvelous feats by many true 

believers of the urine cure, especially because of its wondrous nature but also bolstered 

by the general antipathy against the ineffectual traditional physicians.17 Similarly, he was 

favorably disposed towards the divining rod when he first heard about it. He continued to 

extoll the utility of such a tool, which still seemed to work in the provinces, even after its 

successes in Paris had been debunked. It is only at the very end of the controversy, after 

confrontations with many of his colleagues and friends, that Bayle changed his views, and 

this epistemic shift was marked by the introduction of the notion of charlatan for both 

phenomena at once.  

Comparing the divining rod case with the urine cure, Bayle (1702, 2-3; 1710, 6) 

found the powers of the rod so convincing that he believed the cheat must have been an 

elaborate complot: “I believe that if we could discover the Mystery of those sorts of 

pretended Prodigies, we should find that there is a Combination of People who go about it 

to get Money.” Bayle asserted the urine cure was a simpler deception that didn’t need 

accomplices who were in it for the money (here, one should note that Bayle personally 

knew the wonderworkers and their supporters): “I don’t believe that those who cried up 

most the Art of those Quacks were to partake of the Profit: Some pleased themselves to 

                                                
16 In the 1710 English version of the Dictionnaire “Cheats” and “Quaks” were used as 
translations of “charlatans”, while in the 19th century edition, “empiricks” and “quacks” were 
used. 
17 In September 1696, Pierre Bayle and Jean-Baptiste Dubos already exchanged about the 
urine cure, and Dubos warned him about the credulity towards physicians and charlatans. On 
7 March 1697, Pierre Bayle (1697a) still wrote about the successes of the urine workers and 
subscribes to the possible efficacy of a cure at a distance: “Sa maison ressemble au lavoir de 
Bethesda: tous les malades y accourent. Il est certain, qu’il a guéri des personnes, et qu’il a 
fait suër quantité de gens. (…) Pour moi, je ne tiens pas impossible, que physiquement 
parlant, on ne fasse suër un homme en mettant quelque chose dans son urine.” 
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recommend the thing, because it look’d like a Prodigy; others might find something 

pleasant in it, because the unprofitableness of the common Medicines put them out of 

Humour with their Physicians.” He stated: “I believe there are some Cheats [charlatans] 

who have no need of Emissaries; the Credulity of the Publick is a sufficient Preparation 

for their acting the Imposture.”18 Either way, they were all charlatans, the urine workers 

as well as the diviners.19  

Bayle’s account had an enormous impact on the republic of letters, and as such, this 

episode constitutes an important moment in the generalization of charlatanism from 

medical wonders to other marvelous phenomena. To take one example: at the turn of the 

century, Jonathan Swift (1710) read Bayle’s final account of the case in translation and 

took this image of the diviner as a metaphor for politicians, cementing the idea of a 

political charlatan. He jokingly referred to the “magical” powers of the divining rod, 

presenting an ironical treatment of political and other charlatanism.20 Bayle extended the 

notion of charlatan beyond medicine also at other occasions. He called an early 16th-

century French theologian a charlatan, for instance, especially for the intolerance and 

conservatism he displayed, and the compliment was returned a few years later when 

Bayle, in his turn, would be dubbed the “ultimate charlatan” for his worthless erudition.21 

                                                
18 Bayle (1710, 6). The original French version reads : “je crois qu’il y a des charlatans qui 
n’ont pas besoin d’émissaires ; la crédulité du public leur prépare suffisamment les voies de 
l’imposture.” (Bayle 1702, 2-3) 
19 For an analysis of Bayle’s changing views, see Vermeir (2012).  
20 Swift’s account is based directly or indirectly on Bayle’s text, which was published in 
English in 1710. An intermediary for Swift’s account could be Charles Povey, who recounted 
the story of the French diviner in the August 28 and September 8 1710 issues of his journal 
(reprinted in Povey 1711, 13-15 and 33). Of course, the association of charlatanism and 
politics was not entirely new; see e.g. the short prose drama The Disease of the House (Anon. 
1649) elaborating on medical metaphors (of charlatanism) for curing the body politic at the 
start of the English Interregnum, or Naudé (1679, 332-4) who wrote about credulity and 
political charlatanry (“charlataneries”).  
21 See Bayle, Dictionnaire, article “Béda”, where Bayle called Natalis Beda (Noel Bedier) a 
“charlatan” ; and for Bayle as a charlatan, see Laurent Josse Le Clerc (1732, 451): « Disons 
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In the next decades, influential works on “erudite charlatanism” or “the charlatanry of the 

learned” were published.22 As Johann Gabriel Büschel wrote in his revisiting of 

Mencken’s famous Charlataneria Eruditorum (1716), justifying the use of the word 

charlatan for the intellectual elite: “elixirs or opinions, it’s all the same!”23 Bayle’s impact 

on the notion of charlatanism seems lasting as, moving into the 19th century, we find that 

the diviner has become the quintessential example of a charlatan even in authoritative 

medical texts such as Panckoucke’s medical dictionary (Cadet de Gassicourt, 1813). Even 

in a medical context, the archetypal charlatan does not sell remedies anymore.  

 

“Charlatan” as a multivalent actors’ category 

 

It will be clear by now that I am not interested in judging or pinpointing specific 

historical actors as charlatans. Whether or not Bayle was a charlatan is not the question. 

What interests me is why Bayle called others a charlatan, why he was called a charlatan 

in turn, and what they wanted to achieve by doing this. The same holds for the urine 

workers and diviners in the episode that we study here. In particular, I am interested in 

finding out the historicity of the epistemic work that is being done by the concept of the 

charlatan. In this section, we will look at concrete uses of the word “charlatan” or 

                                                                                                                                                  
hardiment que le caractere d'esprit de l'Auteur du Dictionaire critique est celui d'un Charlatan, 
& que c'est peut-être de tous les Charlatans, qui ayent jamais paru, le plus signalé. Paré d'une 
fastueuse érudition, d'un ramas de faits & de circonstances, qui ne meriterent jamais 
l'attention d'un Homme sensé, il se produit avec une espece d'éclat, & attire sur lui les yeux 
de tout le monde. » 
22 While this expression would seem oxymoronic, it became a trope in the eighteenth century. 
See e.g. Mencken (1715), which had a wide circulation and impact. See Füssel (2004; 2006) 
and Asmussen and Rößler (2013) for an analysis of learned charlatanism. 
23 “Dort Elixire, hier Meinungen – am Ende läuft es auf eins hinaus“ Büschel (1791, p. 16). 
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equivalent words.24 It will be important to look at all sides of the controversy to get an 

idea of the richness and multivalence of the concept.  

Let us start with how a supporter of the diviners used the notion of charlatan to 

bolster his argument. In one passage of his book La Physique Occulte, which aimed to 

give a natural explanation for the efficacy of the divining rod, Pierre Lorraine de 

Vallemont (1696, 174-5) compared the diviners with a charlatan who is performing tricks 

on the marketplace.25 He elaborated on his analogy by recounting a particular 

performance: the charlatan asked the spectators to put their rings together in the middle of 

the square and everyone was struck by wonder when the charlatan's dog brings each ring 

back to its rightful owner. The moral of this story is that the divining rod works in a 

similar way. It is not a trick. The charlatan's performance was not based on trickery but 

on a natural phenomenon grounded in skill, long training and the subtle perception of the 

dog. Vallemont argued that the diviner manipulated his divining rod in a similar way: he 

was able to find hidden things because of the subtle effluvia they exhale and which the 

rod is able to pick up because of the experience, practice and subtle perception of the 

diviner.26 

Vallemont used the concept of the charlatan in a positive way, as a skillful actor 

who plays with natural wonders. He also recognized pejorative meanings associated to 

the charlatan. There are some cheats, he wrote, like those charlatans who try to sell a 

                                                
24 I will be looking at Dutch and French words used as synonyms for charlatan by the 
historical actors. It would be interesting to study a larger lexical field in many languages (and 
potential differences in connotation), but a linguistic analysis is beyond the scope of this 
paper. In line with the approach taken by historical epistemology, I don’t focus on words but 
on concepts.  
25 Vallemont is a good place to start because it was the first book supporting the divining rod 
published in the Netherlands, it was widely read and became a main reference in the 
contemporary Dutch literature on the case. 
26 Corneille (1694, 555) disagreed, arguing that this charlatanery is all make-belief: “Les 
Charlatans font accroire aux simples qu’ils leur feront trouver des mines & des tresors avec 
une verge de coudrier (…). » 
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good particular cure as a panacea: “I don’t deny, however, that there are deceivers 

engaged in make-belief and who extend the use of the divining rod to too many things, 

like it happens with those charlatans who have a good particular remedy but who render 

themselves contemptible by wanting to pass it off as a universal cure”.27 Many remedy 

peddlers and diviners thus work legitimately and efficaciously; there are only a few who 

abuse their trade when they promise more than they can deliver. At worst, for Vallemont, 

there is some degree of overpromising involved in charlatanism, but this is not the same 

as imposture. Their work is based on a natural secret that they don’t know the cause of 

and it is therefore no surprise that they cannot always correctly judge the extent of its 

efficacy. This is an elucidating example of the concept of the charlatan, used in a positive 

way, referring to people who have a special skill to identify and use certain secrets of 

nature. The work done by such a charlatan is efficacious even though it is based only on 

tacit knowledge, not on causal or theoretical knowledge of the natural phenomenon they 

are able to control. Charlatans may go wrong, epistemically and maybe morally as well, if 

they exaggerate the scope of application of their skills.  

Such positive interpretations of charlatanism would continue. An authority like 

Cadet de Gassicourt (1813) would write in Panckoucke’s medical dictionary that a 

physician can and should use “innocent charlatanism” to relieve the pain of the patient 

and seduce his imagination. He recognized both the efficacy and benevolence of the 

charlatan’s approach, even though he does not exactly know its causal mechanisms. 

Charlatanism refers here to a skillset for manipulating the beliefs as well as the 

(psycho)somatic states of others. Deception was often thought to be at the core of this 

skillset and throughout the history of medicine a debate has raged on the legitimacy and 

permissibility of such “deception”. Cadet de Gassicourt was clear on this matter, writing 

                                                
27 "Je ne nie pourtant pas qu'il n'y ait des fourbes qui en donnent à croire, & qui poussent 
l'usage de la Baguette à trop de choses, comme il arrive aux Charlatans qui aient 
effectivement un bon remede particulier, le rendent eux-mêmes méprisable, en voulant le 
faire passer pour universel." Vallemont (1696, preface). 
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that this is a “moral charlatanism”. The concept of charlatan thus neither entails a moral 

nor an epistemic negative judgement, either in medicine or in other domains.  

If we look again at the Dutch context, the lexical situation is more complicated 

because the word "charlatan" was normally not used in Dutch at the time. Many of our 

historical actors were French speaking refugees, however, and the French literature on 

divination, published with Dutch publishers, was also widely read in Holland. 

Furthermore, some of the relevant treatises, like the book on the urine cure by Herman 

Lufneu, were translated between Dutch and French and comparing them gives interesting 

results. This comparison is a good starting point to get a better grip on the terminology 

used for charlatanism and the epistemic context in which it was used. The origin of 

Lufneu’s seminal book lay, according to his own account, in a conversation about the 

sympathetic cure with Bayle, who exhorted him to put his arguments on paper. Lufneu 

wrote a first short account as a letter to Bayle, and this letter was almost entirely 

translated by Rabus and published as an essay in the Boekzaal (Lufneu 1697b). Lufneu 

saw his book as a philosophical contribution explaining the impossibility of the urine cure 

and we find the relatively neutral words "sympathetic healer" (Sympathetische Genezer) 

and "worker" (Werker) to denote Rettwich, corresponding to “Opérateur” (and a few 

times “empirique”) in the original French text. The book set off a controversy with replies 

from a local physician and several of Rettwich’s patients attesting to the success of the 

cure and accusing Lufneu of misrepresenting their experiences. Lufneu responded in a 

full-fledged volume in French (Lufneu 1697a), translated again into Dutch by Rabus 

(Lufneu 1697c). It is in these polemical volumes that we find a different terminology.28   

In the address to the reader of the French edition, Lufneu used charlatannerie 

sympathique to refer to this new practice, which he qualified as a deceit (fourbe). Later in 

                                                
28 In almost all of these pamphlets and books, there is a very striking self-reflexive focus on 
the kind of words the authors use. Furthermore, Lufneu reflected in both the French and 
Dutch edition on the curiosity that he is a Dutch speaker with less than perfect French who 
still desired to write the book in a foreign language. 
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the book, in a new section (especially added in between passages already in his letter to 

Bayle), he compared this “nouvelle charlatannerie sympathique” to judicial astrology 

(1697a, p.31-3).29 He explained that this new art is as erroneous as the former and should 

be dismissed with the same arguments, i.e. that they get the principles of natural 

philosophy all wrong, that any of their successes are pure chance, and that these authors 

are deluded in their belief in subtle influences. In the preface to the Dutch edition (Lufneu 

1697c),30 he also employed more forceful terminology, using terms like quackery 

(Quackzalvery) – he wrote that this is a big word, which may mean that the word was not 

yet very common in Dutch -- and he equated this with the “art of imposture” (bedrog-

konst). He also used “newfangled operators” (nieuwerwetse werkers) to accuse the urine 

cure workers, although he compared them to the ancient astrologers instead of stressing 

the newness of their cure. In an interesting passage, which we only find in the Dutch 

edition (Lufneu 1697c, p. 42), he wrote that Rettwich publicized attestations of his cure 

“in the way quacksalvers do” (quackzalvers-wijze), comparing him to Marco d'Aviano, a 

capuchin monk famous as a miracle worker and dismissed as a “charlatan” in protestant 

lands.31 

                                                
29 For quackzalvery, see also Lufneu (1697d, p. 2) as a way to cheat (“bedriegen”) the world. 
Note that Lufneu was accused of having a “perverted Dutch style” because he often used 
Gallicisms in his Dutch writings (Cremer 1697, p. 13). Bayle (1697b) noted about Lufneu 
that “for a Dutchman who has never left his country, his French isn’t too bad”. In the next 
paragraph, Bayle discussed the divining rod case, showing that both go together in his mind. 
30 Note that the prefaces of the French and Dutch editions were different and although Rabus 
translated the body of the text, Lufneu probably wrote the preface to the Dutch volume 
directly in Dutch. The fact that in this case the interesting terminology occured in two 
different prefaces means that we cannot see a Dutch term as a direct equivalent of a French 
term. Furthermore, while the new passage on astrology is present in both editions, curiously, 
the “nouvelle charlatannerie sympathique” in the French edition (1697a, p.32-3) is not 
translated into Dutch (Lufneu 1697c, p. 25). Similarly, when Lufneu talked about quackery in 
the Dutch version, the equivalent sentence is curiously missing in the French edition.  
31 D'Aviano was known for publicizing his wondrous healings. Around the time of the urine 
cure controversy, d'Aviano was explicitly branded as a charlatan in the Dutch journal the 
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Other historical actors joined Lufneu in accusing the sympathetic physicians. A 

newspaper referred to them as “empirics” (Empirische Genees-Heeren) who are clearly 

characterized as impostors (Doedijns 1699b). In a letter to Ehrenfried Walther von 

Tschirnhaus, van Leeuwenhoek (1989b, 370) was still more liberal in his language, 

calling Rettwich a liar, a fraud and a puffer (Pofhans). The pamphlets that followed, 

pitting Rettwich’s patients against his rival physicians, are interesting for a historical 

study of colorful Dutch terms of abuse (Lufneu 1697d; 1697e; vander Slaart 1697, 

Cremer 1697).32 We see that in these texts, “charlatan” and “quack” were used to brand 

the urine cure workers as frauds and impostors. Lufneu argued that these charlatans are 

like astrologers, only out to get money by selling guesses and unfounded predictions. His 

main argument, to which he devoted a whole book, was the theoretical impossibility of 

the urine cure. Van Leeuwenhoek dismissed the urine cure workers as charlatans because 

they could not explain how their cure works, and when confronted with this, they only 

repeat that “There are many things done, of which we can give no reason” (van 

Leeuwenhoek 1697, p. 519; 1989a, p. 156). In particular, he accused Rettwich of being a 

liar because the sympathetic physician had claimed to heal kidney and bladder stones, 

which van Leeuwenhoek thought to be empirically impossible. He had himself put a 

kidney stone in strong vinegar for a year and it did not dissolve, so anyone who told him 

that he could dissolve such stones had to be an impostor. Van Leeuwenhoek reflected that 

even the most experienced physicians had to admit their lack of knowledge and skill in 

healing and adds that the less one knows, the more one boasts, suggesting that charlatans 

                                                                                                                                                  
Haegse Mercurius, 3 June 1699 (Doedijns, 1699d). Terms used as synonyms in this account 
were “Quaksalver”, “Goochelaar”, “Charlatan” and “Harlequyn”, and explicit reference is 
made to religious charlatanism. On the reception of Marco d'Aviano in the German protestant 
lands, see Beyer (2003). 
32 Instead of attacking the sympathetic physicians, however, they have now started to accuse 
each other of lying and wickedness. 
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can be distinguished from experienced physicians by their boasting (van Leeuwenhoek 

1989b). 

As we have seen, the episodes of the urine cure and the divining rod were brought 

together by Bayle as cases of charlatanism. His assessment of these episodes is especially 

interesting because he changed his mind only after several appeals by his friends. For 

instance, in 1696, Bayle wrote to his friend Jean-Baptiste Dubos about a urine cure 

worker who cured people from the gout.33 When Dubos dismissed the urine cure as 

charlatanism, a delusion similar to the divining rod, Bayle objected.34 In March 1697, he 

wrote that it is certain that the sympathetic physician had cured people and he did not 

think that the urine cure was physically impossible. In fact, he dismissed and ridiculed the 

regular physicians who were in a frenzy against this new healer. Too many of them, 

including the local physicians, were in the habit to reject as impossible anything they did 

not understand. He continued that these physicians could not deny the facts and thus had to 

take recourse to claiming that the healing was the effect of a forewarned and prepared 

imagination, an argument that Bayle seems to dismiss as unconvincing.35   

                                                
33 « Cet homme là fait profession de guerir tout par l’injection de ses drogues dans l’urine 
fraîche du malade. Il fait suer, vomir, il purge selon l’exigence du cas en melant quelque 
chose dans l’urine. Il y a un homme qui proteste qu’il se sent deja soulagé des gout[t]es, et 
que les nœuds de ses doigts sont deja tombez pour s’etre servi de ce medecin qui n’a operé 
que sur l’urine du gout[t]eux. » (Bayle 1696) 
34 Dubos wrote: “for the credulity towards physicians and charlatans, it is as great here [in 
Paris] as it has been in ancient Rome for the astrologers.” Probably referring to the divining 
rod case, on which he also corresponded with Bayle, he continued: “It seems that one is only 
disabused from some other errors to give oneself with even more credulity towards this new 
one” (« Pour la credulite aux medecins et aux charlatans, elle i est aussi grande qu’elle 
l’estoit autrefois à Rome pour les astrologues. Il semble que l’on ne s’i soit desabusé de 
quelques autres erreurs que pour donner d’avantage dans celle là. ») (Dubos 1696) 
35 « Il est certain, qu’il a guéri des personnes, et qu’il a fait suër quantité de gens. Les 
médecins crient contre lui, avec la derniere fureur ; et, comme il y a en ce païs plus de gens 
que partout ailleurs, qui ont l’habitude de nier comme impossible tout ce qu’ils ne 
comprennent pas, il se trouve bien des personnes, qui tiennent le même langage que les 
médecins. Mais, ne pouvant nier les faits, sçavoir que des malades n’aient sué, ils disent que 
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This is an adequate summary of the arguments made in Lufneu’s original letter to 

Bayle (which had just been published in Dutch in the Boekzaal) and which Bayle did not 

seem to have taken very seriously. In August, after reading Lufneu’s book-length study, 

Bayle (1697b) was more circumspect about the efficacy of both the urine cure and the 

divining rod, but he did not reject these phenomena. He only became a skeptic about the 

divining rod after receiving a letter addressed to him by Paul Buissière (1698), who 

wanted Bayle to take a clearer stance against the rod. His opinion about the urine cure 

shifted as well. In the errata to the second edition of his Dictionnaire, Bayle (1702, 2-3) 

dismissed “la vanité & le ridicule” of the urine cure, turning it into a classic case of medial 

charlatanism in which people were apparently cured without any remedy. He wrote that 

he was convinced that it was all a complot, especially after hearing the accusations that 

French diviners had sold their services to find thieves, to adjudicate competing claims 

about the authenticity of local saints, and even to find out the virginity of potential 

fiancées. He detected a very profitable scam, especially because both the suspicious and 

the suspect would bid up the price they were willing to pay for a result in their favor. 

Bayle was convinced that the well attested accomplishments of an “extraordinary talent” 

were in fact the result of a conspiracy that could only succeed with a host of 

accomplices.36 For Bayle, credulity, deception and even conspiracy are key elements of 

charlatanism. 

 

The charlatan’s embodied epistemology 

 

                                                                                                                                                  
c’est l’effet d’une imagination prévenue. Pour moi, je ne tiens pas impossible, que 
physiquement parlant, on ne fasse suër un homme en mettant quelque chose dans son urine. » 
(Bayle 1697a). 
36 For a similar explanation of the urine cure, see Doedijns (1699b). Bayle (1675) also 
dismissed many teachers of universal methods of learning as charlatans because they 
attracted students by magnificent promises advertised everywhere even though their methods 
were without foundation. 
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At the core of Lufneu’s case against the urine cure was an argument against its 

possibility. His opponents rebuffed him by saying that their experience of the cure was 

incontestable. They felt and saw the efficacy: that was not an imagination. But how does 

one attribute an effect to the correct cause, Lufneu (1697a, p. 28-29; 1697c, p. 21-2) 

asked. Take the example of astrology: how do we know if a certain effect is due to the 

influence of the stars or to sublunary causes? In the case of the urine cure, it was alleged 

that the patients started to sweat, but is this caused by putting the sympathetic powder in 

the urine of the patient or does this sweating occur though other natural means? “How 

sure should one be of the truth of an experience, and how can one detect imposture, that 

often inserts itself exactly at that point?” (Lufneu 1697c, p. 22) The possibility or 

impossibility of a phenomenon was an epistemic consideration, and as such, charlatans 

had a specific place in the epistemic framework of their age.  

The space in between the possible and the impossible was occupied by wonders and 

epistemic reflections on the boundaries of nature. Contemporaries routinely classified 

such wondrous phenomena according to their different causes. In the case of the urine 

cure and the divining rod (and more generally) four broad categories of causes were 

distinguished: God, demons, human agency and nature (Vermeir 2005). These four 

categories were explicitly mentioned, analyzed and fought over by the historical actors. 

For the case of the urine cure, this is very clear in an early review of the controversy 

written by Basnage de Beauval. He started his analysis by setting out the four possible 

causes as his interpretative framework: “If we suppose that it is a fact [and not an artifice 

created by an impostor], it seems that it is a miracle or a demonic intervention, because 

similar effects don’t occur in the order of natural causes.”37 We find the same for the 

divining rod. While some historical actors claimed that diviners possessed a god-given 

talent, others dismissed them as devil’s accomplices (Le Brun 1732). Natural 
                                                
37 « En supposant le fait, il semble que c’est miracle ou enchantement, parce que de pareils 
effets ne paroissent point dans l’ordre des causes naturelles. » Basnage de Beauval (1697, 
408-9). 
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explanations also abounded for such marvels. Although astrological explanations had 

been common before, they started to lose their appeal towards the turn of the century. The 

most prominent explanation for both the efficacy of the urine cure and the divining rod 

referred to subtle effluvia that could be detected, like a hound would smell a trace 

(Vallemont 1696, Schilperoort 1697).  

The fourth explanatory model referred to artificial phenomena. These wonders are 

primarily created by humans, based on human ingenuity, skill and training. They include 

stunning artisanal creations, but also the wondrous feats of natural magicians and 

jugglers. As Lufneu (1697a, p. 35) pointed out, it often happens that physicians or natural 

philosophers mistakenly attribute the wrong cause to an effect, but if such man-made 

effects were misrepresented as caused by one of the other three causes (nature, God or 

demons), then this could also be a sign of imposture and fraud.38 In this case, it was not 

only a human made effect, but also an illusion, because the charlatans claimed that there 

was a cause that was not really there. That became the line of argument voiced against the 

divining rod and the urine cure by their opponents. 

From the doubts of contemporaries, the vehement controversies and Bayle’s long 

wavering before he could make up his mind, it will be clear that these alleged impostures 

were not an easy little trick. Lufneu (1697c, voorberigt) referred to an “art of imposture” 

(bedrog-konst / art trompeur) when he discussed the urine cure, but this “art” (konst, 

konstenarij) was only a weak reflection of the much more elaborate and successful art of 

                                                
38 Cf. Lufneu (1697c, 22 ff): “What is not a cause is taken as a cause”. Serious and dangerous 
error can also occur when phenomena are misattributed to religious causes. Herwig (1700, 
65) wrote about the power of persuasion, by faith or by credibility, which is not a magical 
power although it can have effects on mind and body: "Here is no superstition unless 
superstitious persons create it, by attributing the effect to other causes". Similarly, Vallemont 
gave another interesting account of the charlatan: "Car je ne doute point que des fourbes, & 
des charlatans, à qui la Baguette tournoit, n'ayent envelopé quelquefois ce don de la nature 
sous des cérémonies extravagantes, afin de cacher, & de mieux faire valoir leur secret". 
(Vallemont, Physique Occulte, 1696, p. 16) 
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deception practiced by the Egyptian priest who, for instance, tried to control the credulous 

people by artful hidden machines (Lufneu, 1697c, p. 93-5).39 Similarly, for Lufneu 

(1697a, p. 30), ancient astrology was also an “art of imposture” with elaborate arguments 

and tricks to persuade the public. We find a similar perspective on the divining rod, where 

historical actors were trying to figure out the specific skills and techniques, the highly 

practiced sleight of hand that could manipulate the divining rod in such a way so that it 

seemed it turns naturally at hidden objects. Bayle (1697b) referred to the sceptics in 

Holland (“nos incredules”) who claimed that divining is caused by a special mechanical 

technique whereby the fingers put pressure in a specific way. Letters and treatises were 

published to show exactly how this is done.40 It is in this epistemic space of "the 

artificial" – associated with artisanal wonders but also with imposture and illusion – that 

the late 17th-century charlatan found his place. 

The fact that charlatans and artisans shared the same epistemic space of “artificial” 

phenomena hints at an interesting parallel and suggests that we may identify a charlatan’s 

epistemology in analogy with “artisanal epistemology”. Artisanal epistemology refers to 

experientially derived knowledge, emphasizing the bodily labor of the artisan as the 

source of knowledge (Smith 2018). From the above, it turns out that some of our 

historical actors considered the charlatan as a kind of artisan. On the one hand, as we have 

seen, a charlatan could be an artisan of imposture, an expert in creating artificial 

phenomena and make belief. This expertise was based on a very bodily kind of 

                                                
39 Lufneu referenced the Jesuit Athanasius Kircher's Oedipus Aegyptiacus, but local libertines 
had also been arguing that the ancient oracles were in fact deft deceptions by priestesses, who 
pretended their oracular pronouncements originated in divine inspiration, to control the 
people. The Mennonite preacher Anthonie van Dale (1683; 1687), who most famously 
advanced this argument, was closely involved in both the “urine cure” and the divining rod 
controversies. Imposture was thus a category that was on everyone’s minds. 
40 See Anon. (1697) and vander Vinne (1697) for detailed accounts of the mechanical 
techniques to manipulate the divining rod. Bussière (1698) also mentioned this explanation in 
the French context. 
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knowledge. In the case of the divining rod, for instance, the charlatan was supposed to be 

a very skilled practitioner of “sleight-of-hand”, a technique of dexterity that could only be 

mastered after sustained practice. Medical charlatans were often expected to be skilled in 

“sleight-of-hand” as well as in popular forms of rhetoric and showmanship. But the 

charlatan’s embodied epistemology need not be limited to the art of imposture. 

Professional jugglers, magicians and saltimbanques also used techniques of deception to 

entertain, not to defraud. They often had to master elaborate repertoires of bodily 

knowledges. Also the honest charlatans were seen as skilled practitioners who had 

experiential and bodily knowledge of some secrets of nature, even though they could not 

make this knowledge explicit or theorize it. Vallemont’s charlatan who had trained a dog 

to perform special tricks had figured out and controlled the dog’s subtle smell through 

long practice. The empiric’s medical knowledge of the urine cure was also suggested to 

be a quintessentially “bodily knowledge” based on direct experience.  

There are also important differences between artisanal epistemology and charlatan 

epistemology, however. Usually, artisans can be clearly identified as individuals or as a 

group, they are often even part of relatively rigid guilds or corporations. In contrast, I 

have embraced the concept of the charlatan as a polemical category, which prevents us 

from pinpointing an individual as a “charlatan” let alone that we would be able to identify 

a corporation of charlatans. Whether Rettwich “was” a charlatan is not relevant to my 

purposes and his contemporaries interpreted his actions in different ways. Historical 

actors were called “charlatans”, however, because they were perceived to engage in 

certain practices, and “charlatan epistemology” refers to the whole set of tacit, bodily and 

explicit knowledges needed to engage in these practices. Charlatan epistemology is also 

different from artisanal epistemology in that it adds an extra epistemic layer that is not 

usually at the center of artisanal practices: epistemic practices of creating belief and 

persuasion, the play of reason, emotion and imagination, with its effects on mind as well 

as body. In his work on the divining rod, André Renaud (1693, 153-4), for instance, put 
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the works of the charlatan together with the stage magician in the category of artificial 

effects, based on "the subtlety of the human spirit, like the suppleness, the dexterity, the 

agility of the hand".41 The subtlety of the spirit is analogous to the suppleness of the hand, 

and both are at the core of charlatan epistemology.  

 

A historical epistemology of charlatanism 

 

The concept of the charlatan, as used by the historical actors, did not neatly pinpoint 

a specific individual or group; rather, it was a polemical term that could refer to a broad 

set of practices and behaviors. Imposture, even collusion, was often considered central to 

charlatanism, but the concept could also refer to special skills and knowledge based on 

experience. While this epistemic understanding of the charlatan is able to connect the 

earliest uses of the concept with a long history of charlatanism up till today, such an 

epistemic approach has often been dismissed as either inappropriate or uninteresting. 

Porter (1989, p. 11), for instance, referred to such explanation of charlatanism as a 

“psychopathology of quackery [that] seems hopelessly glib, reductionist, and question-
                                                
41 "Parce que nous voïons tous les jours que les jongleurs & les Charlatans par le jeu du 
Gobelet, des Cartes, de la Baguette même font mille tours innocens & suprenans qui 
charment les yeux, enchantent l'esprit, ce que la Populace grossiere prend quelquefois pour 
des illusions & des prestiges du Démon, quoi qu'on soit d'ailleurs assuré que tous ces 
Phenoménes sont de purs effets de la subtilité de l'esprit humain, comme de la souplesse, de 
l'adresse, de l'agilité de la main." (Renaud, 1693, 153-4). In his treatise on the divining rod, 
Vilbussière (1712, 48-9) also argued that, before attributing the power of the divining rod to 
the devil, one should make careful precautions and test to be sure it is not an artifice, i.e. a 
trick by a charlatan, because they often do even more marvelous things with the help of 
quicksilver or a hidden magnet. ("Rabdomentie averée, où l'on reconnoît sans nüages l'esprit 
malin, toutefois après avoir bien pris des précautions contre les artifices, puisque tous les 
jours nos Saltimbanques, ou autres Charlatans, font des choses encore plus surprenantes par 
le moyen de l'argent vif, ou de l'ayman caché & ajusté à leur dessein".) Both characterized the 
charlatan rather positively, not as an impostor but more as a synonym for a juggler. See also 
Ilife (1999) for arguing the importance of studying the history of jugglery to understand 17th-
century natural philosophy. 
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begging” and contemporaries as well as historians better not entertain it. A historiography 

of value judgments does not need to be judgmental itself, however. In this section, we 

propose a historiography of epistemic virtues as well as vices, a historical epistemology 

that is interested in epistemic practices and values that either enhance knowledge or 

promote ignorance.42 

When Bayle, at the end of a long process, made up his mind and accused the 

sympathetic healers and diviners of charlatanism, he alleged that they must have operated 

with accomplices to create such a successful deception. Most charlatans didn’t need 

accomplices, he continued, because the credulity of the ordinary people predisposed them 

to believe the most incredible feats. The history of charlatanism seems littered with such a 

“knaves and fools” rhetoric, but the seeming universality of such claims often hides 

interesting historical specificity.43  Who believes a new phenomenon and who turns out to 

be a sceptic depends on a complex set of contextual epistemic, religious and political 

conditions. In the Dutch debate on divination, the most ardent critics of the divining rod 

were part of a religious sect that was also suspicious of many religious claims (Vermeir 

2011), for instance, and Bayle himself espoused his own personal variant of a skeptical 

epistemology (cf. Lennon 2002).44 The “knaves and fools” rhetoric, whereby the elite is 

                                                
42 For epistemic virtues in historical epistemology, see e.g. Daston and Galison (2007); on the 
production of ignorance, see Proctor and Schiebinger (2008). Charlatan epistemology and 
charlatan agnotology are closely connected as the creation of more ignorance is also based on 
specific knowledges and skills. 
43 Porter (1989, p. 14) rightly pointed out that “contemporaries thus explained the fortunes of 
quackery largely in terms of human nature, the eternal dialectic of knaves and fools,” but he 
seemed to think that such a “psycho-sociology of deception” refers to a universal 
characteristic of human nature that defies historicisation. Our changing understanding of 
“human nature” is itself a good subject for historical exploration, however. Indeed, the period 
of our case study sees the rise of a “science of human nature”, a science which has continued 
to grow and expand until this day, and which includes the study of biases, illusion and 
manipulation. 
44 The discourse of credulity also raises key epistemic questions about what is adequate 
evidence to accept a knowledge claim, something that was vigorously debated in both the 
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able to look through the sham, is also less stable as one may think and has seen many 

interesting reversals. An interesting case are the early 18th-century controversies around 

“erudite charlatanism”, in which the elite was accused of credulity and intellectual 

imposture. Another example is the current rhetoric used by pundits to argue that a biased 

elite is scheming against the interests of the common people, claiming that experts are not 

to be trusted anymore and arguing that one better follows one’s intuition or gut-feeling 

(Heath, 2014). These shifts clearly illustrate the historicity and contextually of such 

epistemic judgements. 

In this section, I will give three examples of epistemic concepts, values and 

arguments that seem to be part of a universal rhetoric of charlatanism but which, it turns 

out, need to be carefully historicized. First I will sketch the 17th-century context of the 

concept of imposture itself, after which I will look at the historicity of epistemic humility, 

intelligibility and possibility, as well as the distinction between reality and imagination. 

There are of course plenty of other epistemic aspects that could be studied, such as the 

role of empirical evidence in the legitimation of knowledge. By looking at how such 

epistemic aspects of charlatanism are highlighted in the case of the urine cure and the 

divining rod, we can show the rich texture and historicity of an epistemic approach to 

charlatanism. 

 In the decades before the twin controversies of the urine cure and the divining rod, 

accusations of imposture accrued special meaning and became central to enlightenment 

debates on religion. The category of imposture had long been a favorite explanatory tool 

to explain away wonders and miracles, for instance, and freethinkers like Giulio Cesare 

Vanini had famously employed it in the early 17th century to naturalize wonders. The later 

"libertine" tradition went so far as to explain the foundations of religion – miracles, 

prophets and rituals – all as imposture (Ossa-Richardson, 2013). Famously, the book of 

                                                                                                                                                  
divining rod and urine cure controversies (e.g. Lufneu 1697a, p. 28-29; 1697c, p. 21-2), and 
answers to this question have, in general, a very rich epistemic history. 
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the three impostors (De Tribus Impostoribus) was supposed to argue that Moses, Christ 

and Muhammad were frauds, founding the great religions only for individual and political 

gain. Despite the ruckus it raised throughout the 17th century, the book didn’t actually 

exist, until at the end of the 17th century hoaxers finally produced two versions of such a 

book. Strikingly, the manuscript of one of them (the Traité des trois imposteurs) was 

found in the library of Benjamin Furly, one of the key characters in the urine cure and 

divining rod controversies.45 

Another of our protagonists, Anthonie Van Dale, would become famous with his 

claim that ancient oracles were impostors. An esteemed figure in the Dutch republic, he 

was called upon several times as an official witness in experiments with the divining rod 

and was involved in the debate around the urine cure.46 The idea of the charlatan as an 

impostor carried thus a lot of meaning in the Dutch context, which was determined by 

religious tensions and warfare, especially since the impostor argument was used and 

perceived very differently by Catholics and Protestants. While Catholic interpreters 

generally shied away from the impostor argument and preferred to explain the miracles of 

the gentiles as demonic phenomena, Protestants used this explanatory model of the 

impostor more liberally, because they not only wanted to reject pagan wonders but also 

catholic miracles as artifices. Lufneu picked up Van Dale’s impostor argument when he 

compared the urine cure workers with Egypt priests, who had perfected the art of 

deception and faked miracles (Lufneu 1697c, 93), and he compared Rettwich to a catholic 

miracle worker, adding religious opprobrium to the charge of pretense. 

                                                
45 Charles Levier got the manuscript of this early eighteenth century treatise from the library 
of Benjamin Furly in 1711. The authorship is still contested; for a recent analysis of the 
evidence see Berti (2016); for a wider set of studies, see also the older Berti, Charles-Daubert 
and Popkin (1996). 
46 Vander Vinne (1697); Rabus (1697c and 1697d).  
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Another crucial aspect of the debate around the urine cure was the importance of 

theoretical explanations versus the epistemic humility of the empiric. The operators often 

argued that the facts were clear and well attested, even if they could not always explain 

them. Such an attitude has often been interpreted in terms of the lack of formal education 

of the empiric as opposed to the official physician. If we look at this argument in the 

context of our case studies, we see other, more epistemic considerations coming to the 

fore. At the turn of the 17th century, intelligibility was a very important epistemic virtue in 

France and the Netherlands (Dear 2006, Chapter 1). This means that it became very 

difficult to say that one had no idea how a certain effect was produced. We see this in the 

disparaging reaction of van Leeuwenhoek (himself not formally educated, but renowned 

because of his microscopic practice) against Rettwich, when the latter had to repeat 

several times that "there are more things in Nature that we cannot give the causes 

[redenen] for" (van Leeuwenhoek 1989a, 154).47 In his examination of the urine cure, 

Lufneu (1697a, 1697c) went much further in giving weight to intelligibility. If something 

could not be explained, he argued, this meant that it was not possible. This was the 

cornerstone of the argument in his book, which had the title "natural philosophical treatise 

on the impossibility of the so-called sympathetic operation", and in which he argued for 

the impossibility of the cure based on its unintelligibility.48   

Epistemic humility was also altogether wrong for religious reasons. Lufneu spelled 

out in detail why it was theologically dangerous to use the argument that "[an 

                                                
47 In other cases, the uncertainty of medicine was stressed, giving more leeway to charlatans. 
“L'imposture des Charlatans seroit d'abord connuë de tout le monde, & personne n'auroit 
recours qu'à la verité: mais par malheur de toutes les sciences que les hommes professent, la 
Medecine est la plus cachée, & une de celles où les demonstrations sont les moins sensibles, 
& quelquefois les moins établies.” (Caufapé, 1696) 
48 Herwig (1700, 64-5) was opposed to this kind of argument: "Nevertheless, many things lye 
hid in the bosom of Nature, not to be apprehended by humane sense, which although by 
reason of our ignorance they seem superstitious and irrational (because their causes are 
unknown to us), yet are very far from being guilty of that crime." 
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inexplicable phenomenon] may happen in another way, as yet still unknown to us" 

(Lufneu 1697c, 20, 101-4; 1697b, 134-5). Protestant theologians had argued that the 

Catholic concept of transubstantiation was based on principles that were contradictory 

and against the laws of nature. As a consequence, these theologians reasoned that 

transubstantiation was a false and impossible doctrine. The same style of reasoning holds 

for the urine cure. If we accept that the urine cure, although inexplicable, may be 

possible, because we don’t yet know all the laws of nature, then, according to Lufneu, the 

Catholics could easily argue that there may be principles and natural laws that we do not 

yet understand, and therefore, transubstantiation would be possible. In the complex 

religious context of the late 17th-century Netherlands, we see that the virtue of epistemic 

humility is reversed into a vice, contradicting the typical rhetoric of charlatanism in which 

the charlatan is represented as an imaginative boaster in sharp contrast with the humble 

regular physician.    

Finally, as a third example, I would like to touch briefly on the power of 

imagination. It is considered a common trope that charlatans could heal but only by 

enlisting the patient's imagination.49 But what exactly does this mean? Is this not an 

example of projecting current day assumptions and expressions on the past? It is true that 

marvelous cures have long been related to the imagination, but this does not always mean 

the same thing. The early modern imagination was perceived to be a totally different 

faculty than how we conceptualize it today, and taking such stock pronouncements at face 

value would misleading. Depending on the context, it may mean that the healing is not 

real, for instance, but only imaginary; or that the disease was not real, as many patients 

were hypochondriacs who were sick solely by fancy; or that the imagination could control 

very strong psychosomatic powers that could effect real cures. Historicizing the powers 

of the imagination, and to understand it in its specific context, is essential to 
                                                
49 Porter (1989, 12-13) equated this to the placebo effect and treated this as an example of a 
psychologizing approach that reduces charlatanism to the playing out of the perennial human 
comedy. 
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understanding the history of charlatanism. Let us look at the urine cure controversy and 

consider what kind of power the historical actors attributed to the imagination.  

The imagination was at the core of the controversy between the Rotterdam 

physicians, with Schilperoort using it to argue in favor of the urine cure and Lufneu to 

argue against it. Lufneu (1697c, 32-33) wrote that “it would not be an effort to present a 

long list of strange and curious healings caused by the power of imagination and 

passion”. He explained in detail a technique that, according to Lufneu, was used by the 

Flemish physician Franciscus Mercurius van Helmont. The technique consisted in, first, 

giving much hope to the patients, and then, prescribing a therapy that would take a long 

time (preparing and administering certain drugs) so that the hope and expectation would 

grow. In this way, Lufneu agreed, the imagination could heal many things. Lufneu used 

this argument to argue that the urine cure itself had no efficacy: any beneficial 

consequences were only the effect of the imagination.50 Lufneu's opponent Schilperoort 

was quick to point out that such a healing power did not fit Lufneu's own philosophy, 

which only allowed for material causes. Furthermore, if this power existed, why didn’t 

these physicians, who dismissed wondrous cures as effects of the imagination, “use this 

imagination for curing their patients, instead of having them suffer for so long?” 

(Schilperoort, 1697, 30-31). The imagination had many different epistemic roles, and was 

a core constituent of natural philosophy as well as medical practice, but, as Schilperoort 

pointed out, it was not always used in a consistent way.   

How exactly the imagination could cure was a strongly contentious topic that cannot 

be reduced to the anachronistic idea of a “placebo” effect. Indeed, the debate around the 

urine cure contradicts the familiar and universalizing tropes around the healing power of 

the patient’s imagination. At the end of the 17th century, some physicians still accepted a 

cosmic imagination that could explain wondrous phenomena and marvelous cures. 
                                                
50 See also Doedijns (1699b) for the “good power” of imagination that helps the cure. In 
contrast, Rettwig's own doctoral disputation only mentioned a specific effect of the 
imagination: in the case of fear, the vehement imagination may suddenly open one's bowels.  
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Drawing on specific theories by the renowned physician Jan Baptist van Helmont, the 

healers and their supporters used the imagination to explain the sympathetic interactions 

that made the urine cure efficacious.  

When Schilperoort composed his treatise against Lufneu, for example, he followed 

van Helmont, arguing that the imagination was intrinsically magnetic and could act at a 

distance, beyond the limits of one’s own body. He mentioned the common example of a 

young pregnant women who desired sweet berries and whose imagination imprinted the 

image of a berry on the fetus. He refered to the Helmontian version of the story, however, 

in which the berry changed color according to the different seasons – green, yellow, red – 

like a real cherry. For van Helmont, this correlation confirmed the existence of an action 

at the distance by a spiritual power, and Schilperoort referred to such a spiritual power to 

explain the urine cure.51  

Herwig, one of the urine cure workers, would explain and legitimate the urine cure 

in a similar way: “If you seriously consider the power of the Imagination and the 

constitution of the Soul, you’ll conclude that nothing is more curious, more true, more 

pleasant and secure than the effects of a high exalted imagination. (…) The Imagination 

of Fancy is a Loadstone, that will attract beyond thousands of miles.” (Herwig 1700, 61). 

He wrote about the imagination that “in these, and the aforementioned things consist all 

the secret of Physick”, but he also warned of the misuse by those who took this beyond its 

proper bounds, especially by trying to harness astrological powers: “Superstitious 

Quacking ought never to cohabit with true and solid Physick.” (Herwig 1700, 62-63; see 

also Herwig ca. 1698, 66-79). The action at a distance of the urine-cure could therefore be 

explained by a serious medical theory, the Helmontian theory of imagination, rendering it 

– to Lufneu’s horror – intelligible and explainable. 

                                                
51 Schilperoort (1697, 14-17, 28); for the story of the maternal imagination, see Van 
Helmont (1648, 40, 341, 351, 362, 538, and 772-3). See also Vermeir (forthcoming) and van 
den Elsen (2002).  
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From this episode, it should be clear that attributing a case of wondrous healing to 

the imagination is not just “psychologizing”, but it is something that needs to be 

historicized. When charlatans were accused of misusing the imagination at the turn of the 

17th century, this could refer to their manipulation of the credulity of the patient, but it 

could also refer to heterodox psychosomatic cures, to a spiritual medicine, to the 

manipulation of cosmic powers or even to the application of the principles of demonic 

magic. Throughout history, the imagination has had a complex relation with reason, 

fiction and knowledge, and could interact in many different ways with the body as well as 

outer reality. This had important epistemic implications which reflects on the meaning 

and cultural significance of the charlatan, who was often considered a master of the 

imagination.  

 

Conclusion 

 

In this article, I have studied the twin controversies of the urine cure and the 

divining rod in the context of the late 17th century Dutch republic and I used this case 

study to illustrate an epistemic approach to the history of charlatanism. This approach is 

also captured in the title of the article “Charlatan Epistemology”, which I take to refer to 

both the charlatan’s embodied epistemology and the (historical) epistemological study of 

the charlatan. 

I have argued that the charlatan had an embodied epistemology akin to the artisanal 

epistemology, which has been studied especially in the last two decades. It became clear 

when studying how the historical actors used the concept of charlatanism that its many 

meanings did not coalesce around practices such as selling medicines on the marketplace. 

Rather, charlatanism implied a special skill to manipulate either natural secrets or the 

human psyche. Some of our protagonists argued that long experience or a special talent 

allowed charlatans to manipulate nature. Others believed that charlatans mastered an art 
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of deception that consisted of a variety of complex bodily and mental techniques. One of 

these techniques involved the manipulation of the other’s imagination, and because the 

imagination itself harbored many natural secrets, such techniques could be very 

efficacious in the mental, corporeal and material realms. 

I have also argued that an historical epistemology of charlatanism can yield 

interesting results. The “charlatan” did not have a stable referent in our case study, as the 

historical actors disagreed, doubted and changed their mind about who “was” a charlatan. 

Nevertheless, they used the concept of the charlatan to make epistemic interventions in 

heated debates about what constituted credible knowledge, the value of evidence and the 

efficaciousness of different kinds of causality. In three examples of epistemic concepts, 

values and arguments that were prominent in our case study, I demonstrated that these 

epistemic interventions were not instances of a universal rhetoric of charlatanism, but 

were historically and contextually specific. By showing how the epistemic aspects of the 

charlatan were intertwined with moral, religious and political concerns, I could further 

illustrate the richness of a historical epistemology of charlatanism. 

Historical epistemology promises to show how today’s concepts, and thus our 

current ways of thinking, are the outcome of a long history of epistemic negotiations, rich 

contexts and contingent choices. Our concepts and epistemic interaction with the world 

could have been different, and may change in the future. Similarly, the charlatan, or his 

rejection, is not a universal given. Ideas of what a charlatan is may change. Epistemic 

values can vary and the future may have different answers to epistemic and moral 

questions such as what constitutes actionable knowledge, what kind of evidence is 

acceptable and how we allow our imagination to be manipulated. A better understanding 

of such epistemic shifts in the past may make us more and differently aware of the 

changes that are happening today.  
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